Language development class
Intensive support and
guidance towards growth
of your child by our
loving mentors
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Mentoring
Guidance
Support
Care
Advice

Why?
Language is a gift. We use it to
communicate. We use it to express
ourselves. We use it to connect.
Language broadens your horizon above
and beyond.

For whom?
The Development Class is
a wonderful place for
children from 2 to 6 years
old who can use an extra
immersion in language.
Where we pay the same
amount of attention to
social-emotional
competences.

How?
We guide children
through multiple
activities that stimulate
their language
development.
Resilience,
responsibility, selfconfidence, teamwork,
problem solving skills
as well as creative and
scientific thinking are
just some of the
benefits

“Enjoy! is a world in which
children are given the ability
to be….”

“Learning a language is like opening a door to an
adventure. We want to enable children around the
world to be young global citizens better prepared for
exploring their world”

That's how they grow!
Essential for growth is the integration of support for children's cognitive and socioemotional competence. These areas are inseparably linked in. When a child feels
comfortable the head and body are in balance, they will feel safe and so many more
steps can be made. Even when the child has challenges in these areas. For example,
children who do not have Dutch as their mother tongue or children who have a
challenge in speech language or in other areas. We challenge these children to
become the best version of themselves!
When a child feels safe and can deal well with other children, their mentors and the
environment, the cognitive part will develop to the maximum.

How do we teach that to children?
We have created a pleasant environment, collected materials and designed the interior
in such a way that we keep the children open to learn through role play, puppetry and
creative activities.
Whether it is about discovering how the language works, how to use numbers or learning
the days of the week, feeling safe is the necessary base for discovering the maximum
potential of the children. It is their own path, their own development. We are just the
mentor.
When a child goes to school we can play an advisory role. We can also guide the
process and, together with the school, draw up a growth plan for a child.
Do you want to know more about the ins and outs of The Development Class?
Please contact us through: info@enjoy-amstelveen so we can make an appointment to
get to know each other and provide a tour.

